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NEW QUESTION: 1
An agile team has been struggling to keep up with the planned
pace, which is frequently resulting in sprint failures What
should the project manager do to help avoid this situation in
the future?
A. Switch to a Kanban approach, implementing features on a
first-come, first-serve basis, fostering a sustainable pace
B. Ask the project sponsor to approve overtime to compensate
for the lack of performance while adjusting the plan
C. Replace junior team members with more experienced ones and
negotiate the project scope to compensate for the budget gap
D. Review the velocity of the team over the last several sprnts
and adjust the plan accordingly
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
On which protocol number does Encapsulating Security Payload
operate?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 06
D. 2
Answer: B
Explanation:
Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) is a member of the IPsec
protocol suite. In IPsec it provides origin authenticity,
integrity and confidentiality protection of packets. ESP also
supports
encryption-only and authentication-only configurations, but
using encryption without authentication
is strongly discouraged because it is insecure. Unlike
Authentication Header (AH), ESP in transport mode does not
provide integrity and authentication for the entire IP packet.
However, in Tunnel Mode, where the entire original IP packet is
encapsulated with a new packet header added, ESP protection is
afforded to the whole inner IP packet (including the inner
header) while the outer header (including any outer IPv4
options or IPv6 extension headers) remains unprotected. ESP
operates directly on top of IP, using IP protocol number 50.
Reference: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IPsec

NEW QUESTION: 3
Using the Call Stack view, you can
A. examine the sequence of function calls leading up to the
script or function that was executing at the time of the
breakpoint
B. examine an expandable list of objects currently in memory
C. change the values of local variables
D. change the values of variables while debugging a remote
object
Answer: A
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